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Anesthesia

Matrix VMS Plus
The Matrix VMS Plus provides more functionality with two shelves for convenient placement of monitors and equipment so tools and supplies are within reach while performing a procedure.

Pureline M6000
The Pureline M6000 extracts medical-grade oxygen from the air and delivers it on demand.

View the product video.

CDS 9000
The CDS 9000 includes a pop-off valve designed to interface with an active waste gas evacuation system and maintain a passively full rebreathing bag.

For a demo or quote, please contact us at Equipment-NA@covetrus.com.
**Autoclaves**

**TVET10M**

The TVET fits all your sterilization needs by creating cycle parameters to accommodate double-wrapped pouches. These cycles ensure sterility and efficient drying of packs and pouches.

**M11**

The M11 is designed to be safe, reliable and easy-to-use. The M11 can optimize your supply of available sterile instruments by reducing the time and effort required for sterilization.

---

**Boarding**

**Luxury walk-in dog suite**

Midmark Sani-Kennels are designed to look great while providing optimal comfort and safety for the animals in your care. The Sani-Kennel system is a fully customizable modular kennel design that is easy-to-clean, maintains effective air flow, utilizes existing floors, employs the best and broadest panel system in the industry and works in a variety of environments from animal shelters and pet resorts to hospitals and military operation.

Find more equipment online at [northamerica.covetrus.com/equipment](http://northamerica.covetrus.com/equipment).
Synthesis® cabinetry

The Synthesis cabinetry is tailored to the needs of your practice. The modular workstations contain components that are easily configurable to the continually changing needs of a contemporary veterinary office, while the quality of the materials and meticulous construction make them a lasting investment.

View this product [video](#).
Cages

Cage banks

The modular cage units are completely interchangeable and easily configured to maximize an animal holding area. They are constructed with a 20 gauge type 304 stainless steel and a heavy gauge latch system that is both quiet and easy to clean. Cage banks are a perfect addition to your clinic.

View the product video.

Commercial Washer and Dryers

Girbau commercial washers and dryers

Are engineered to drastically improve laundry productivity, efficiency, and cleanliness. Thus, your veterinary practice completes more laundry in less time — using less labor and energy.

And, unlike home-style washers and dryers — like those purchased at big-box stores— Continental, LG, and Econ-O commercial washers and dryers are backed by industry-leading commercial warranties and local technical support.

Available in freestanding models for simple installation in unconventional locations, Continental, LG, and Econ-O commercial laundry washers and dryers are durably constructed for years of constant use. Operators simply load, select a program and press start.

View this product video.
Controlled Substance Storage

NexsysADC
The NexsysADC offers a simple, secure, and configurable system to manage the onsite storage and organization of both routine and controlled medications and supplies at a fraction of the price of alternative automated dispensing systems (ADCs).

View the product video.

CUBEX Mini
The CUBEX Mini is a compact, affordable, and DEA and 51 state compliant smart cabinet made for storing, dispensing, and managing controlled substances.

Critical Care and Recovery

Bair Hugger Warming Blanket
The Bair Hugger keep your patients warm. Millions of human patients have experienced the benefits of 3M Bair Hugger forced-air warming. Now your animal patients can, too.
Chillbuster

The Chillbuster helps clinical staff stabilize patient body temperature on the move to help prevent hypothermia, shock, infection and associated complications.

Vimago

The Vimago is a robotic, high-definition, computed tomography-fluoroscopy-digital radiography platform that is mobile, but capable of imaging an entire patient in a single series, and can fit even extremely large dogs.

The system is easy-to-use and to train and operates with the speed equivalent to a 4-slice conventional CT. Images can be exported as DICOM and viewed by any adequate DICOM viewing software. The Vimago is mobile and can be moved throughout a facility to be used as a diagnostic or interventional multi-modality imaging device.

View the product video.
1000 Mobile Dental Delivery System

This dental delivery system features Midmark's exclusive, oil-free technology which means there's no oil to contaminate your handpieces, providing a clean, dry, aseptic work environment.

Prestige Mobile Dental Station

The Prestige features internal storage, telescopic pneumatic arm height adjustment, fiber optic push button, high-speed hand piece, low-speed hand piece, piezo LED lighted scaler, and three-way syringe.

Ultima 500 I

The Ultima 500 I is designed with a custom fiberglass shell that is durable, easy-to-maintain and clean. The unit is mobile and fits under most standard countertops for easy storage after use.

View this product [video](#).
**Dental: High-Speed Units**

**GS Deluxe**

The GS Deluxe is a complete dental system with advanced features. The industry’s first self-generating LED light high-speed swivel handpiece removes the need for troublesome fiber optic wiring, expensive krypton bulbs, switches, and transformer.

**Dental: X-Ray**

**Vetpro Mobile Imaging Station**

The Vetpro is a complete mobile digital dental imaging solution – everything you need for clean, clear diagnostic dental images, right at the point-of-care.

**Nomad Pro 2™**

The Nomad Pro is a handheld, rechargeable, battery-powered intraoral X-ray system that produces high quality radiographs with digital sensors, standard films, and phosphor plates.
Dental: X-Ray

Dentalaire DC

The Dentalaire DC stands out from the competition, thanks to the full-sized LCD display, large easy-to-distinguish buttons and ergonomic modern design.

Diagnostics: Centrifuge

Zip Combo

The Jorvet Zip Combo is designed with robust construction for long life. It is well-suited to accomplish blood and urine separations, and microfiltrations.

Statspin VT

The Statspin VT separates in a fraction of the time required by other centrifuges and operates without vibration and with virtually no noise or heat build-up.

For a demo or quote, please contact us at Equipment-NA@covetrus.com.
Diagnostics: Centrifuge

Powerspin™ MH

The Powerspin MH is made of ABS plastic with inner metal chamber. A safety switch built into the handle assembly disconnects the power to the motor whenever the latch is lifted.

Diagnostics: Endoscopes

HD Video Endoscopes

These endoscopes are ideal for small and large animal practitioners providing a high-quality, affordable endoscope for upper and lower GI examinations.

For companion animals, using the 2.0 mm channel, the user may remove foreign bodies and check for pathology. For equine, the 2.8 mm channel may be used for upper airway pathology, while the 3.2 mm would be used for gastric exams. Automatic air/water and suction port improves the ease and efficiency of procedures. Video endoscope system includes: Biopsy forceps, grasper, cleaning brush, case and light source.

Diagnostics: Lab

VETSCAN® VS2 Chemistry Analyzer

The VETSCAN VS2 delivers uncompromising accuracy from just two drops of whole blood, serum, or plasma.

The VETSCAN VS2 is amazingly simple and intuitive, with precision reference laboratory quality results in 12 minutes.

Find more equipment online at northamerica.covetrus.com/equipment.
Diagnostics: Lab

VETSCAN® HM5 Hematology Analyzer

The VETSCAN HM5 displays a comprehensive, 22-parameter complete blood count (CBC), with cellular histograms, on an easy-to-read touch screen.

Diagnostics: Tonometry

Icare Tonovet Plus

The Icare Tonovet Plus is based on a rebound measuring principle, in which a light weight probe is used to make momentary contact with the cornea. The gentle measurement does not need any anesthetics.

Tono-Pen Avia

The Tono-Pen Avia does not require daily calibration, has a long life, easy-to-replace battery and can be used in any position.

For a demo or quote, please contact us at Equipment-NA@covetrus.com.
Fluid Warmers

**IWARN™ IV Fluid Warmer**
The IWARN IV fluid warmer is an economical fluid warmer with temperature display for standard IV sets. Portable and lightweight, this warmer can monitor temperature second-to-second.

![IWARN IV Fluid Warmer](image)

**Hotline Fluid Warmer**
The Hotline Fluid Warmer can be used for heating both IV fluids and blood during general anesthesia. A recirculating solution keeps blood or fluid warm all the way to the patient.

![Hotline Fluid Warmer](image)

Grooming

**Pulse ZR II**
The Pulse ZR II features a removable battery for quick and easy replacement, giving it three hours of run-time on a single charge. Equipped with a size #40SS Ceramic Edge blade. Runs cooler and stays sharper than steel.

View the product [video](#).

![Pulse ZR II](image)
Grooming

**Bravura® Lithium**

The Bravura Lithium combines the power and durability of lithium ion battery innovation with the adjustable 5-in-1 blade to give professionals everything they need in a lightweight cordless clipper.

**Powerpro®**

The Powerpro is an easy-to-use, lighter, longer-lasting clipper. Runs at 3300 strokes per minute and increased battery run time up to 60 minutes. This is the ultimate clipper.

IV Pumps

**Digipump SR31X and IP41X**

The Digipump features multi-function operation, color touch screen display, customizable drug library, stackable space saving modular design, auto calibration for any syringe and dual CPU for improved safety.

View the product [video].
**IV Pumps**

**IP12 IV and Syringe Pump**

This pump features large water resistant color touch screen, 10 preinstalled IV lines, dual battery, enhanced safety features, fully customizable drug library with password protection, and folding handles design.

**Medfusion® 3500 Syringe Pump**

The medfusion is designed to deliver medication from a variety of syringe sizes (1mL to 60mL) in acute care settings.

**Lighting: Exam Lights**

**MI-550**

The MI-550 provides maximum brightness, sharpness and color accuracy. The 50,000 hour-rated LED life means this light will faithfully serve your practice for many long years, while consuming the least amount of energy.

**120 LED**

This light is designed to deliver quality illumination, long life and affordability using less energy than non-LED alternatives.
Lighting: Exam & Surgical Lights | Multiparameter Monitors

Lighting: Exam Lights

AIMLED

The AIMLED uses the latest advances in state-of-the-art lighting technology to achieve incredible performance and unsurpassed value and energy.

Lighting: Surgical Lights

MI-1000

The MI-1000 offers unsurpassed longevity and flexibility in a package that's incredibly affordable. The large diameter LED array provide exceptional shadow control – even with just a single light head.

255 LED

This light features 7,500 foot candles, an exceptional color rendering index of greater than 95, a color temperature of 4,400K, integrated controls on both sides of the light head, and counterbalanced design.

Multiparameter Monitors

Multiparameter Monitor

This monitor features Cardell® blood pressure technology, veterinary specific algorithms, and innovative, staff-friendly capabilities.

View the product [video](#).

For a demo or quote, please contact us at Equipment-NA@covetrus.com.
BM7VET Pro
The BM7Vet Pro boasts optional EtCO$_2$, anesthetic gas modules and a dual gas module, in addition to standard ECG, respiration, NIBP, and SpO$_2$.

View the product video.

Vetcorder Pro
The Vetcorder Pro is an affordable, reliable multiparameter monitor that can be used from admission to discharge.

View the product video.

Advisor V9203
The Advisor v9203 allows for easy-to-view vital signs monitoring at a glance. For your convenience, the intuitive monitors can be controlled via touch screen, knob or hard keys, and patient vital signs data download via Wi-Fi or Ethernet for each case.

Lifewindow One
The Lifewindow is engineered with premium veterinary specific modules. With its user-friendly touch screen interface and compact size weighing in at only 3 pounds, this veterinary monitor is in a class of its own.

View the product video.

Find more equipment online at northamerica.covetrus.com/equipment.
Orthopedics

Acculan 4 Drill
The Acculan drill is a powerful and simple-to-use system which combines reliability, longevity and ergonomics. Handle incorporates the battery and avoids a bulky battery compartment.

Acculan 4 TPLO Saw
The Acculan saw is a very low-vibration saw and rests comfortably in the hand thanks to its balanced weight distribution. Its high-performance, battery-powered motor and its continuous speed control results in a precise and fast saw cut.

Physical Therapy: Hydrotherapy

Neptune
The Neptune is designed by hydrotherapists for hydrotherapists. Hydrotherapy has long been proven to be a major modality towards rehabilitation. Tudor Treadmills manufacture innovative products that harness the known benefits of training and rehabilitation from using a treadmill.

Their treadmills facilitate both basic and advanced hydrotherapy treatments, as well as other treatment protocols such as fitness, conditioning and general well-being, helping to improve your clients’ pet’s health and well-being.

For a demo or quote, please contact us at Equipment-NA@covetrus.com.
Physical Therapy: Lasers

Platinum 4 Therapy Laser

The Platinum 4 is the world’s first smart laser. It is built on a platform that redefines the Class IV therapy laser industry. The Platinum 4 delivers expert clinical treatments with up to 24 watts of power across four wavelengths. It also offers an unparalleled user experience and innovative practice management tools.

View the product [video](#).

CTC Companion Therapy Compact Laser

This laser is designed for use throughout the clinic and beyond. Lightweight yet powerful – eight pounds with 12 watts of power. User-friendly, intuitive, touch screen interface quickly guides you and produces consistent results.

Physical Therapy: Shockwave

Piezowave2

The Piezowave2 sends an array of sound waves effortlessly and without sensation through soft tissue to the desired, controlled depth. This results in an effective delivery of energy at a depth that you define without being compromised by tissue absorption.

View the product [video](#).
Pill Counter

**Kirby Lester KL1**

The Kirby Lester KL1 is faster and more accurate than manual counting. Keeps count when tray is empty. No calibration needed.
- Saves time: Faster and more accurate than manual counting.
- Compact design: Just 14.6” H x 5.6” W, fits into any crowded workspace.
- Inventory mode: Keeps count when tray is emptied; count capacity of 9,999 tablets.
- Ergonomic tray with left/right pouring.
- No calibration needed; counts almost any tablet or capsule.

View the product [video](#).

Refrigeration

**Pharmaceutical Refrigerator**

This refrigerator feature stable temperature and uniformity with convenient door mounted temperature controls.

View the product [video](#).

**Undercounter Refrigerator**

This refrigerator is optimized for space-saving and cold storage. Undercounter refrigerators are ideal for quick and easy storage of pharmaceutical and vaccines.

For a demo or quote, please contact us at Equipment-NA@covetrus.com.
Refrigeration

**MPR-215F Pharmaceutical Refrigerator with Freezer**

The MPR-215F combines high-performance refrigeration, control and alarm/monitoring systems with energy efficient, cost-effective cabinet design.

Regenerative Medicine

**Rebound PRP Kit**

The PRP Kit is designed by expert regenerative medicine veterinarians for use in the veterinary market. Patented design focuses on sterility, ease-of use, multi-species usage, and validated science.

**Rebound PRF Kit**

The PRF Kit is a second-generation platelet concentrate where platelets, growth factors, and cells are bonded within a fibrin matrix that serves as a resorbable membrane. PRF has shown to accelerate the healing of both soft and hard tissues. The fibrin matrix has also been shown to efficiently direct stem cell migration and thus aid the healing process.

Find more equipment online at northamerica.covetrus.com/equipment.
Scales: Countertop

Small Animal Scale
This scale weighs in either kilograms or pounds. Tare function to weigh only the animal when you have the animal in a container.

Portable Digital Scale
The Jorvet scale measures in pounds and kilograms. Hold features allow operator to secure animal and still observe weight.

Scales: Floor

Walk-On Platform Scale
The scale captures the weight of a moving animal. Stainless steel top with rubber mat to avoid slippage. All units are pre-calibrated and simple to install using the adjustable feet for leveling.

For a demo or quote, please contact us at Equipment-NA@covetrus.com.
**Scales: Floor**

**Platform Scale**
This scale is durable with a solid aluminum platform under a stainless steel top. The load cells are encased in aluminum channels to protect against damage, plus a heavy ribbed vinyl mat is included.

**Regal 300 Platform Scale**
This scale features state-of-the-art electronics that takes load readings from all our corners of the weighing surface, giving an accurate weight even when the animal moves around.

**Surgical Equipment**

**Forcetriad™ Energy platform**
The Forcetriad delivers enhanced monopolar and bipolar energy with the next generation of LigaSure™ technology in one unit.

Find more equipment online at [northamerica.covetrus.com/equipment](http://northamerica.covetrus.com/equipment).
Surgical Equipment

Surgitron® Dual RF 120
The Surgitron uses a high frequency of 4.0 MHz that minimizes heat dissipation and enables you to perform more advanced surgical procedures whether in office or hospital based.

Bovie Specialist Pro
The Bovie Specialist Pro offers five energy outputs with up to 120 watts of power; modalities include cut, blend, coagulation, fulguration, and standard bipolar.

Surgical Instruments

Spay Kit
- 4 Backhaus towel clamp 3.5”
- 2 Halsted mosquito forceps 5”
- 1 Allis tissue forceps 6” 4x5 Teeth
- 2 Rochester-Carmalt forceps 6.25”
- 1 Mayo Scissors 6.75” straight
- 2 Kelly forceps 5.5” curved
- 1 Tissue forceps 5.5” 1x2 teeth
- 1 Adson Brown tissue forceps 4.75”
- 1 Metzenbaum scissors 7” curved
- 1 Scalpel handle #3
- 1 Snook hook
- 1 Olsen-Hegar needle holder 6.5”
Surgical Instruments

Integra Miltex offers a wide variety of high quality surgical instruments to meet the needs of veterinary practices. Kits and instruments are available for general surgery, spay/neuter, dental procedures/extractions, ophthalmic, and more.

Tables: Dental

Wet Treatment Table

The wet treatment table features a standard 36” height that easily integrates with your existing Midmark Casework, giving your treatment area a uniform and aesthetically pleasing look.

Dental Cockpit

The Dental Cockpit features a complete plumbing system enclosed in an accessible cabinet, laptop platform, swing arm, and enclosed electric lift.

Find more equipment online at northamerica.covetrus.com/equipment.
Tables: Exam

**Canis Major**

The Canis Major is height adjustable from the floor up to a maximum height of 44, giving it the greatest range of motion on the market.

---

**Folding Exam Table**

This folding exam table features a stationary work surface perfect for charts, instruments, and client education materials. Plus, a special gas-assist lifting mechanism makes raising and lowering the table a breeze.

---

Tables: Surgical

**V-top Surgery Table**

The V-top surgery table offers hands-free height adjustment. Pump foot pedal to raise, depress pedal to lower. The table top and V-panels are counterbalanced for easier positioning of the patient.

view the product [video](#).
Tables: Surgical

Flat-top Surgery Table

The flat-top surgery table tilts from level to 37° via single finger-tip control. The table includes a hook for a drain bucket (purchase bucket separately). Optional heated top available with a unique, safe low-voltage surface that disperses heat evenly across the tabletop.

View the product video.

Tables: Transport

Versa-Lift

The Versa-Lift is an all-purpose electric lift that combines three useful pieces of equipment in one. First, it’s a patient transport. Second, it’s a treatment/exam table. Third, it’s a curbside transport.

View the product video.

Find more equipment online at northamerica.covetrus.com/equipment.
Ultrasounds

**Usmart 3200T**

The Usmart features remote log-in technology for their sonographers to eliminate the frustration of integrating ultrasound in your practice.

**Edge II**

The Edge II is designed to meet the challenges of the veterinary work environment and is durable enough to withstand your most difficult work day. Improved resolution and easy-to-use controls make the Edge II Vet efficient, so you can concentrate on your patients.

**LOGIQ™ S8**

The LOGIQ S8 migrated from GE’s flagship system. These innovative technologies combine to enable superb imaging across a wide range of applications, including abdominal, musculoskeletal, and cardiology.

**TE5**

The TE5 was designed for stream-lined, efficient care with superb image quality. The system has a slim profile with it’s touch screen tablet design, with options for a mobile cart or table stand.

View the product [video](#).

For a demo or quote, please contact us at Equipment-NA@covetrus.com.
DX-V Digital X-ray System

The DX-V is ideal for imaging any size patient. Select all the parameters table-side from the heads-up touch screen, even review the image.

Fovea Vision

Fovea Vision offers the highest value and best return on investment available. Complete systems include image acquisition server powered by Dell™, image acquisition software, PACS server, and workstation software.

Contact your Covetrus representative or email us at Equipment-NA@covetrus.com to receive a customized quote and to learn more about any of these products.